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**Introduction**

Papers of a University of Michigan journalism educator. Includes research and teaching files, manuscripts of publications and unpublished works, correspondence, and other materials. Relates primarily to women in media.

**Restriction**

Donor retains copyright in previously published materials.

**Box List**

**Box 1**
Colonial Printers
19th Century Women Journalists
1800--Civil War
Margaret Fuller
Nellie Bly
Reporters; 1800--WWI
Early Washington, D.C. Correspondents
Fanny Fern
Jennie June
Reporters, 1920s-1930s
Ishbel Ross (correspondence, dissertation) (3 folders)
Sob Sisters
Mildred Gilman (correspondence)
Washington, D.C. Reporters, Later
WWII Reporters
Reporters, Women
Chicago Women Reporters
Ottenberg
Sheehy
Liz Drew
Columnists
Foreign Correspondents (Leland Stowe notes)
Marguerite Higgins (correspondence)

**Box 2**
Columnists--Quindlin, Goodman, Dowd, Ellerbee, Ivins
Women in Local News, Michigan
Women in Local News, Detroit/Ann Arbor
Prizewinning Journalists
Immigrant Women Journalists
Sonja Tomara
Martha Ostenso
Signe Toksvig
Ida Tarbell
Publishers and Editors (4 folders)
K. Graham
Overholzer
Bulkeley
Pacific News Service--Sandy Close Executive Editor
Blacks in Journalism History (3 folders)
Blacks in Journalism, Student Papers
Photojournalists
Specialists
MS. Magazine and Gloria Steinem

Box 3
Women's Magazines (2 folders)
Women and Film
Journalists in Fiction (2 folders)
Woman Journalists in Fiction
Women Fictional Image
Women in Publishing
Feminist Publishers, 20th Century
Women in Public Relations and Advertising
Radio, 1920s-1940s
Radio, Post-WWII
TV News--General
TV News--Student Papers
Public TV
Nina Totenberg
TV Women Pioneers, WWII Era
TV Anchors and Correspondents
TV Producers and News Directors
Women in TV, 1990s
Sally Quinn

Box 4
Christine Craft
Pauline Frederick
Dickerson and Howard
Barbara Walters
Marlene Sanders
CBS
NBC
ABC
Black Women in Broadcast
Local TV News, Michigan
Research Papers
  Maurine Beasley
  Carolyn Lentz Thesis
  Bill Bowman
  J. Lublin
  C. Hutcheson
  Olek
Women in Media Management
Media Management
Cantor--Management Research

**Box 5**
Image Studies (2 folders)
Sexist Language (2 folders)
Sexism in Texts and Career Books
Jean Ward and Language
ERA
Coverage Comparisons
Sex Roles/Socialization
Coverage Issues
  Abortion (2 folders)
  Rape
  Sexual Harassment
  Pornography
  Women and Aging
  Working Mothers
  Women and Politics
  Political Campaign
  RU486
ASNE Bulletin Articles
Women's Pages
*HER* (first issue of October 1, 1993)

**Box 6**
Licensing of Journalists
New Organizations
  JAWS
  AWJ
  International Women's Media Foundation
Women and Newspapers in the 1970s, Study
Women's Pages--History Notes
Women's Pages--Student Papers
Women's Pages--Penney-Missouri Awards
FAN News Service
Colleen Dishon/Womannews-interview-correspondence
Pay and Employment Numbers
Gender and News
Gueinin Thesis on Women's pages
New New Women's Pages
Women Editors, 1990s
Circulation/Woman Readership, 1990s
Discrimination--Newspapers--All Media
TV, Radio Discrimination
Broadcasting Research
Broadcast Employment Figures

**Box 7**
Employment Figures
Job Survey, 1971
Newspaper Guild and Women
Women Employment Rights
Washington Post
Newsweek, Time and Women
Detroit News--Butcher Suit--Correspondence
Discrimination, 1990s (2 folders)
Employment, TV
Minorities and Women and Discrimination
Jean Gaddy Wilson Studies
New Directions for News
Window Dressing on the Set
Women in the Wasteland Fight Back
Velvet Ghetto
Sex Bias Suits
Locker Room

**Box 8**
Women Journalists in Europe (research notes and drafts for articles and a book chapter)
  - Europe (2 folders)
  - England
  - France
  - Finland
  - Germany
  - Norway
  - Sweden
  - Denmark
GG Robinson Work on Canadian Women and Media (2 folders)
Gender/Norwegian Media--Flick Studies

**Box 9**
Scandinavian Women and Media
World News and Women
Sonia Davis and UK Research
Asian Women and Media
Image Studies of Women--World

*Up From the Footnote*

- Correspondence with R. Rush and R. Neale
- Permissions and Reactions to Book, Letters
- Reaction and Suggestions for Future Edition of the Book
- Forward materials
- Rejected Chapters, 7 Graham and 11 Research Directions
- Sources--Print
- Sources--Broadcasting
- Sources--Researchers

Letters from Others Doing Research
- Correspondence with Jean Ward on Book Project Idea

Bibliography Project on Women and Media
- Copies of Bibliographies
- Other Bibliographies on Women/Media

Women and Media Course Outlines (2 folders)
- *The Michigan Journalist*, Special Issue by Seminar Class at UM in 1972
- Women and Media Seminar Course, 1971-1975 (5 folders)

**Box 10**
- Women and Media Seminar Course, 1977-1994 (6 folders)
- Course Outlines for Women and Media Courses, 1975 AEJ Meeting in Ottawa
- Student Papers
- Gender Difference Articles
- Women Making Difference Talks, 1994
- Women Making Difference Quiz
- AEJMC Midwest Journalism Historians Conference, April 1994, Discussant Notes
- AEJMC Teaching Panel, August 1991, Moderator
- Survey of Editor's Attitudes on Women in the Newsroom, 1992-1993, AEJMC Paper
- Survey of Women Editors to Define Women's News, 1994
- Count of Newspapers in E&P with Top Female Editors

**Box 11**
- American Studies as Model for Journalism, Paper Discussion, 1977, AEJ
- Operationalizing Carey, April 1975, Talk
- Ohio State Seminar Talk on Book, 1981
- Notes for *Media Studies Journal* Article on Women in Journalism History, 1993
- Lecture Notes for Talks on Women in Journalism, 1970s-1990s
- Women in Journalism History Notes
- Women in Journalism Slide Talks
- Women in Academic Journalism (2 folders)
- Women AEJ Papers, 1981
- Early Women Journalism Educators, Notes for Chapter and Grinstead Reaction
- Mary Ann Yodelis Smith
- Advertising and Women's Image in Magazines
Women's Issues
Women's Pages--Pacesetters (2 folders)
Women Making a Difference in the Newsroom